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Abstract: Data security became an important factor for communications. Cryptography plays an important role in the
security of data. It enables us to store sensitive information or transmit it across insecure networks so that unauthorized
persons cannot read it. In addition to security, cryptographic algorithm provides integrity, authenticity, non-repudiation and
access control. Many cryptographic algorithms have come into existence over time. Modern cryptographic algorithms can be
divided into stream ciphers and block ciphers. Stream cipher is an encryption system in which a random looking sequence of
bits are generated from a key and then combined with the data to encrypt. Block cipher is an encryption system in which
data is divided into blocks of fixed length. Each block of the data is encrypted using the fixed length key.
Cryptanalysis is used to breach cryptographic security systems and gain access to the contents of encrypted messages, even
if the cryptographic key is unknown. Cryptanalysts have also been continuously bringing out the weaknesses in these
cryptosystems. AES is considered as the best suitable algorithm for providing security. Considering the existing algorithm
some modifications are done for it in order to reduce the time. This paper shows how time can be reduced by using the
developed algorithm when compared to the existing algorithm.
Key words: Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), cryptography, cryptanalysis, cryptographic algorithms, encryption,
Rijndael.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1997, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) initiated a process to select a symmetric-key encryption
algorithm to be used to protect sensitive (unclassified) Federal information in furtherance of NIST’s statutory responsibilities. In
1998, NIST announced the acceptance of fifteen candidate algorithms and requested the assistance of the cryptographic research
community in analyzing the candidates. This analysis included an initial examination of the security and efficiency
characteristics for each algorithm. NIST reviewed the results of this preliminary research and selected MARS, RC6™, Rijndael,
Serpent and Twofish as finalists. Having reviewed further public analysis of the finalists, NIST has decided to propose Rijndael
as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). So the Advanced Encryption Algorithm is considered as the best suitable
algorithm for data security in communication.
II. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING ALGORITHM
Advanced Encryption Algorithm is known as the Rijndael. Rijndael algorithm provides the security for the data during
communication. Rijndael algorithm performs four transformations to the data in order to modify the data compared to the
original data. In this algorithm the same transformations are repeated for number of times. The number of rounds are determined
from the block size (Nb) and the key (Nk).In every round one key has to be generated these keys will be generated from initially
given key by the user. The generation of the key also consists of a method using that method only we generate the remaining
keys. This algorithm consists of the four transformations they are named as Add round key, shift rows, byte substitution, and
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mix column transformation. Each transformation performs some modification to the data so that it cannot be decrypted by the
unauthorized persons. The transformations which are considered are explained below:
Round Transformation:
The round transformation consists of four transformations; they are:
1. Byte sub transformation
2. Shift rows transformation
3. Mix column transformation
4. Add round key transformation
Byte Sub Transformation:The Byte Sub Transformation is a non-linear byte substitution, operating on each of the State

bytes independently. The substitution table (or S-box) is invertible and is constructed by the composition of two
transformations:
1. First, taking the multiplicative inverse in GF (28) [1], and ‘00’ is mapped onto itself
2. Then, applying an affine (over GF (2)) transformation defined by:

The application of the described S-box to all bytes of the State is denoted by byte Sub (State)

Fig 1: ByteSub acts on the individual bytes of the State

Table s-box:

The inverse of Byte Sub is the byte substitution where the inverse table is applied. This is obtained by the inverse of the
affine mapping followed by taking the multiplicative inverse in GF (28).
The Shift Row Transformation:In Shift Row, the rows of the State are cyclically shifted over different offsets. Row 0 is not
shifted; Row 1 is shifted over C1bytes, row 2 over C2bytes and row 3 over C3bytes.The operation of shifting the rows of the
state over the specified offsets is denoted by shift rows (state)
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Table 1: Shift offsets for different block lengths
Nb

C1

C2

C3

4

1

2

3

6

1

2

3

8

1

3

4

Fig 2: ShiftRow operates on the rows of the State

The inverse of Shift Row is a cyclic shift of the 3 bottom rows over Nb-C1, Nb-C2and Nb-C3 bytes respectively so that the
byte at position j in row i move to position (j + Nb-Ci) mod Nb.
Mix Column Transformation:In Mix Column, the columns of the State are considered as polynomials over GF (28) and
multiplied modulo x4+ 1 with a fixed polynomial c(x) given by
C(x) =‘03’ x3+ ‘01’ x2+ ‘01’ x+ ‘02’.
This polynomial is co prime to x4+ 1 and therefore invertible. As described below, this can be written as a matrix
multiplication. Let b(x) = c(x)

a(x).

The application of this operation on all columns of the State is denoted by MixColumn (State).

Fig 3: illustrates the effect of the MixColumn transformation on the State.

The inverse of MixColumn is similar to MixColumn. Every column is transformed by multiplying it with a specific
multiplication polynomial d(x), defined by
(‘03’ x3 + ‘01’ x2 + ‘01’ x + ‘02’)

d(x) = ‘01’.

It is given by:
d(x ) = ‘0B’ x3 + ‘0D’ x2 + ‘09’ x + ‘0E’ .
The round key addition:In this operation, a Round Key is applied to the State by a simple bitwise EXOR. The Round Key is
derived from the Cipher Key by means of the key schedule. The Round Key length is equal to the block length Nb. The
transformation that consists of EXORing a Round Key to the State is denoted by AddRoundKey (State,
RoundKey).AddRoundKey inverse is its own inverse.
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Fig 4: In the key addition the Round Key is bitwise EXOR ed to the State.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Encryption of the Key
The proposed algorithm has been done for reducing the time of the algorithm. This algorithm is also having the same
transformations as in the existing one but except the Add round key remaining three transformations are considered as the single
transformations. Description of these three transformations as the single transformations for that we consider the blocks and
they are arranged as given below:

The values are arranged in this format to these values first we apply the byte sub transformation the values of the blocks
will change after the byte sub transformation and they are represented as the:

After this transformation shift rows transformation is performed in the shift rows transformations the first row will be same
no change will be there where as in the second row one column is shifted to the right and in the second row two columns are
shifted to the right and in the third column three columns are shifted to the right. After performing the shift rows
transformations the positions of the block are changed as given below:

The above diagram shows the shift rows transformations. Now after the shift rows transformations the mix column
operation is being performed for this transformation a 4 by 4 matrix is being multiplied with the block values

So here by we multiply both matrix and we get the values directly from the newly generated s-box. we derive 2 s-box
which are named as the 02-s-box,03-s-box.The 02-s-box is derived from exiting one by multiplying complete s-box with of
02.The 03-s-box is derived from exiting s-box which is multiplied with 03.The values are taken from the table and directly
substituted in the below equations. The equations are:
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m15=02(s15) +03(s10)+01(s05)+01(s00)
m14=01(s15)+02(s10)+03(s05)+01(s00)
m13=01(s15)+01(s10)+02(s05)+03(s00)
m12=03(s15)+01(s10)+01(s05)+02(s00)
m11=02(s11)+03(s06)+01(s01)+01(s12)
m10=01(s11)+02(s06)+03(s01)+01(s12)
m09=01(s11)+01(s06)+02(s01)+03(s12)
m08=03(s11)+01(s06)+01(s01)+02(s12)
m07=02(s07)+03(s02)+01(s13)+01(s08)
m06=01(s07)+02(s02)+03(s13)+01(s08)
m05=01(s07)+01(s02)+02(s13)+03(s08)
m04=03(s07)+01(s02)+01(s13)+02(s08)
m03=02(s03)+03(s14)+01(s09)+01(s04)
m02=01(s03)+02(s14)+03(s09)+01(s04)
m01=01(s03)+01(s14)+02(s09)+03(s04)
m00=03(s03)+01(s14)+01(s09)+02(s04)

The equations above give as the modified and the required output for the given input values. The values are directly
substituted from the modified s-box. The value 02 means the value will be taken from the table box-02, the value 03 means the
value will be taken from the table box-03 and so on. The vales are chosen as; if we have 15 in the place of S03 then it is chosen
as 1st row 5th column. The equations are used for number of times which depends on the number of rounds which is derived
from the key length. The length of the key may be 256,192,128.The tables from which the values are considered are given
below:
Table Box-01:

Table Box-02:
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Table Box-03:

Decryption of the key:
The decryption of the AES algorithm consists of 10 rounds to generate the state. The decryption of the algorithm starts
from the last encountered state that is cipher text. Let us consider the cipher text as:

This is the key which is generated finally after performing 10 rounds. To decrypt this key we should add 10th round key to
this final key. After the adding the round key of 10th round then we get the key that is generated at the end of the 9th round. The
same operation is performed by adding the 9th key which is generated in the key generation method after that MixColumn
operation is performed in the reverse by multiplying the another matrix which is given below:

After adding the round key of every round we multiply with the above matrix then we substitute the values from the tables
given below as described in the encryption process. This process is being performed totally inverse of the encryption process.
Table-0e:
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Table-09

Table-0b

Table-0d

IV. KEY SCHEDULE
The key schedule takes the original input key (of length 128, 192 or 256 bit) and derives the subkeys used in AES. Note
that an XOR addition of a subkey is used both at the input and output of AES. This process is sometimes referred to as key
whitening. The number of subkeys is equal to the number of rounds plus one, due to the key needed for key whitening in the
first key addition layer, cf. Fig. 4.2. Thus, for the key length of 128 bits, the number of rounds is nr = 10, and there are 11
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subkeys, each of 128 bits. The AES with a 192-bit key requires 13 subkeys of length 128 bits, and AES with a 256-bit key has
15 subkeys. The AES subkeys are computed recursively, i.e., in order to derive subkey ki, subkey ki−1 must be known, etc.
The AES key schedule is word-oriented, where 1 word = 32 bits. Subkeys are stored in a key expansion array W that
consists of words. There are different key schedules for the three different AES key sizes of 128, 192 and 256 bit, which are all
fairly similar. We introduce the three key schedules in the following.
Key Schedule for 128-Bit Key AES [5]
The ll subkeys are stored in a key expansion array with the elements W [0],..,W [43]. The sub keys are computed as

depicted in Fig. 4.5. The elements K0,..., K15 denote the bytes of the original AES key.
First, we note that the first subkey k0 is the original AES key, i.e., the key is copied into the first four elements of the key
array W. The other array elements are computed as follows. As can be seen in the figure, the leftmost word of a subkey W [4i],
where i = 1,..., 10, is computed as:
W [4i] = W [4(i − 1)] + g( W[4i − 1]).

Fig 5: AES key schedule for 128-bit key size

Here g( ) is a nonlinear function with a four-byte input and output. The remaining three words of a subkey are computed
recursively as:
W [4i + j] = W [4i + j − 1] + W[4(i − 1) + j],
Where i = 1,..., 10 and j = 1, 2, 3. The function g() rotates its four input bytes, performs a byte-wise S-Box substitution, and
adds a round coefficient RC to it. The round coefficient is an element of the Galois field GF (28), i.e, an 8-bit value. It is only
added to the leftmost byte in the function g(). The round coefficients vary from round to round according to the following rule:
RC[1] = x0= (0000 0001)2,
RC[2] = x1= (0000 0010)2,
RC[3] = x2= (0000 0100)2,
.
.
RC[10] = x9= (0011 0110)2.
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The function g() has two purposes. First, it adds nonlinearity to the key schedule. Second, it removes symmetry in AES.

Both properties are necessary to thwart certain block cipher attacks. In the same way key generation is performed for all the bit
sizes.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper is being developed for easy implementation of the AES algorithm on the hardware. This modification in the
algorithm does not affect the security of the algorithm this is being implemented just to improve the speed of the algorithm this
modification is being performed. The result below shows the time differences between the existing and the proposed algorithm.
The results are being calculated used the small jpg image there will be lot of difference when we use large amount of data for
encryption and the decryption using both these algorithms.
VI. RESULTS
The below table show the time differences between the existing and the proposed algorithm. This table represents the time
differences for the encryption of the data only
EXISTING ALGORITHM
KEY SIZE
TIME

SPEED RATE

128
712milliseconds
192
783milliseconds
256
992milliseconds
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
128
640milliseconds
192
770milliseconds
256
910milliseconds

0.409mbps
0.372mbps
0.293mbps
0.390mbps
0.378mbps
0.354mbps

The below table shows the time differences in the decryption of the data for the proposed and the existing of the algorithm
EXISTING ALGORITHM
KEY SIZE
TIME

SPEED RATE

128
778milliseconds
192
848milliseconds
256
912milliseconds
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
128
658milliseconds
192
810milliseconds
256
848milliseconds

0.373mbps
0.342mbps
0.318mbps
0.441mbps
0.358mbps
0.367mbps
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